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Belgrade
Coat of arms
BELGRADE

THEN & NOW

• 4000 years human beings have been living in Belgrade area
• 1000 years Belgrade has the same name
• 400 years ago Belgrade became Capital of Serbia
ESSENTIAL DATA ABOUT S&M COM Ch (1)

- Around COM 120 members - 20% of S&M Section (unfortunately not growing).
- 50% of S&M Section members are “COM oriented” (SP/CAS, AP, MIT, BT, VT...)
- Most members are from Belgrade, Niš, Novi Sad, Podgorica (Montenegro), ...
- Most members from Academia, COM engineering companies, Cell Mobile operators and State owned COM systems (there is no production COM industry)
ESSENTIAL DATA ABOUT S&M COM Ch (2)

- All activities together with national Telecommunications Society
- Chapter is rather active, 8-12 tech activities per year
- 3-4 significant conferences per year (TELFOR, PTT tr, ETRAN Com Section, cooperation with Neurel, Telsix
- TELFOR is main annual activity (Nov) 2K participants, 250 papers, 10 tracks, 35 sessions, undergraduate student session with over 30 papers, over 30 companies presentations and exhibition, ... NO PARTICIPATION FEES – FREE!
TELFOR STRUCTURE

• Steering Committee - 7 members
• Program Committee - 22 members
• Scientific Committee - 54 members
• Org & Tech Support - 17 members
• Technical support - 70-80 members
• 114 reviewers
• Over 550 authors and coauthors
• Around 2000 registered participants
Main TELFOR characteristics

• 16 YEARS of steady rise and continuous development
• Successful mixture of scientific, engineering and social ICT aspects
• FREE entrance & participation for authors and public
• Permanent sponsors support
TELFOR Exhibition
Thank you for your attention!

Хвала на пажњи!

The End

Крај, нema више!